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“Education is broken.”

Sebastian Dziallas
A NEW CULTURE OF LEARNING

Cultivating the Imagination for a World of Constant Change

Douglas Thomas and John Seely Brown
A NEW CULTURE OF LEARNING

How do we define culture?
And what impact does it have?
COMMUNITIES OF PRACTICE

WELCOME HACKERS!

GROUPS

We can help you set up Linux without losing your Windows install.

We have live CDs if you want to take the plunge!
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Taken from the OpenHatch Upenn Hackathon under a CC-BY license.
KIDS LIVING & LEARNING WITH NEW MEDIA

Hanging Out, Messing Around, and Geeking Out

Mizuko Ito, et al.
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Tina Seelig: inGenius
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THANK YOU.

email: sebastian@sdziallass.com

twitter & irc: @sdziallass